Harness the potential of Earth Observation and Machine Learning technologies to support the implementation of the EU Green Deal; Engaging with (data & tools) user communities and stakeholders in EO, environmental data and open-source communities; Monitoring of European and global trends of climate, land cover, vegetation, hydrology, soil, and ecosystem services accounting tools.

The second international workshop of the Open-Earth-Monitor consortium will unfold the latest advancements in open-source Earth Observations applications to European and global stakeholders. Through interactive tool demos and test sessions, and scientific and keynote talks we aim to improve monitoring tools in support of environmental and climate policies.

FOCUS POINTS
- Harness the potential of Earth Observation and Machine Learning technologies to support the implementation of the EU Green Deal;
- Engaging with (data & tools) user communities and stakeholders in EO, environmental data and open-source communities;
- Monitoring of European and global trends of climate, land cover, vegetation, hydrology, soil, and ecosystem services accounting tools.

www.earthmonitor.org/gw2023
@EarthMonitorOrg
Sign up